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Case #s 249, 299, 373
Barred Owl Nestlings

Admitted June 2, June 8, June 15
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Species Profile
The Barred Owl’s common name reflects the bar pattern on the
feathers of the throat and breast. Their habitat is mature woods
ranging from upland forest to lowland swamp.
They are opportunistic foragers, consuming a variety of small
animals, particularly rodents. Barred Owls are very vocal, more often
heard than seen. A typical call is usually rendered as “Who cooks for
you? Who cooks for you-all?” However, their early spring courtship
vocalizations have been described as sounding like maniacal laughter.
Nest sites are often cavities in large deciduous trees; usually there
are 2-3 eggs. The female incubates the eggs and broods the young;
the male delivers food. Hatchlings have ample white down.
Young depart from the nest at about 4-5 weeks, typically perching
on nearby branches. They begin to fly short distances by around 10
weeks. At first, mobile juveniles tend to stay near the nest site and
continue to be fed by the parents. However, they gradually become
more independent, and disperse from the breeding area by 4-5
months of age to find their own territories.
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Case History
One day late in May, Nancy Allen of Brooksville saw what
looked like a bunch of fluff at the bottom of a large tree in
her yard; when she checked more closely, she saw a baby owl
that was chirping and gurgling. She knew an owl’s nest was Photo by Nancy Allen
in that tree, about 20 feet up. Nancy began a series of phone calls
seeking advice. That advice was somewhat contradictory, and none of the
options seemed ideal; so the family decided to put the bird back in the
nest, where they had seen an adult brooding at least one other chick. At
first things seemed to go well, but then the bird was found on the ground
a second time. Again, he was returned to the nest.
By this time, via a friend of Nancy’s daughter, an account of the
unfolding drama had reached one of our volunteer transporters, Sue St.
Clair. Sue’s description of what Avian Haven could offer an owlet made
its way back to Nancy, who asked to speak to Sue directly. By the end of
their discussion, Sue was willing to have the bird come here if it bailed a
third time. It did on the morning of June 2; Sue’s role changed from
ambassador to avian ambulance, and the bird was soon on its 60-mile
journey here. Sue thought the bird felt cold when she picked it up, so
we advised her to crank up her car heat en route. She arrived dripping
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with perspiration!

Thanks to Sue’s car heater, the bird was nice
and warm when we opened his travel box, but he
was also very thin. A thickened area along the
left humerus suggested an old fracture, most
likely incurred in the first fall from the nest. The
little guy was in no condition to risk another renesting attempt. We gave him fluids, then settled
him into a warm intensive care unit.
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Within just a few days, the bird was stable and had graduated
from intensive care. He was able to eat some hand-fed solid
foods – even showing an interest in a piece that had been
dropped.
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Less than a week later, on June 8, we admitted another Barred Owl
nestling, this one from Northport. The bird had been on the ground
for several days by the time we were contacted; Shelley went to the
scene with the possibility of a re-nesting in mind. But when she
examined the chick, she found a fractured radius and ulna, again, most
likely incurred in the fall from the nest. This bird also needed
rehabilitation. He was a little older than the Brooksville owlet, but
they were close enough in age to house them together.

June 12 The Brooksville bird is on the left; Northport is on the right.

Photos: Amanda Burns
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Photo: Amanda Burns

On June 15, they were
both placed in a nest
box in the habitat of
our two foster Barred
Owls, Emma and Oscar.

The Brooksville owl is on the
left; the Northport bird is on
the right and above.

A third fallen Barred
Owl nestling was
brought down from
Orono by volunteer
Laura Teisl on June 15.
This bird was older
than the other two,
and had no apparent
injuries. However, no
parents were nearby,
the nest location was
unknown, and the
juvenile was too young
to be fending for
herself. After a
couple days inside to
make sure she was
stable, she was moved
to the foster birds’
habitat on June 18.
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The two juveniles in the nest box were brooded and fed by Emma
and Oscar. But just 4 days later, on June 20, they left the nest box.
On that day, the Orono
bird, who was already
flying, was seen up top
with Emma.

The Brooksville owlet perches on the
ladder leading up to the nest box.
The Northport bird
takes a stroll on the
ground.
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On June 30, Glori’s camera captured all
three youngsters together on a perch
alongside the nest box.

But just a few minutes later,
the Orono bird has gone
elsewhere, leaving the younger
birds still together.

The Northport (far left) and Brooksville
(middle) owls are side by side, with the
older Orono bird on the right. The wing
fractures on both younger birds have healed
quickly, and better than we’d expected.

Here’s the view from
underneath their perch.
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June 30, cont’d.
The Orono bird is again
on a high perch with
her foster parents.
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June 30, cont’d. The Brooksville bird is

more mobile, and even flying short horizontal
distances.
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July 7
All three kids are on top of the nest box with Dad.

The Brooksville (left) and
Northport (right) birds are
still often inseparable . . .
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. . . but by the middle of July, they are more independent.

Northport

Brooksville and Orono

Northport and Brooksville
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August 14 & 18

Northport

Brooksville

Orono

Brooksville
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August 29: The Brooksville bird has matured and mastered the
habitat. All three birds are flying well, eating on their own, and
ready to release.
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Release: Sept. 1
The birds will be released here, in territory that has become
familiar. One by one, the three juveniles are captured and taken
outside the habitat. Shelley brings the Orono bird out, and hands
her to Linda.

Photos: Diane Winn
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The Brooksville bird has been
handed to Amanda . . .

. . . and Shelley has the
Northport bird.

In case you
wondered why
they were all
wearing
gloves:

Photos: Diane Winn
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A few seconds after the photo to the
left was taken, the three birds were
lofted up. They flew short distances in
different directions, remaining in visual
contact with one another. A half hour
later, shortly before dark, Amanda
located and got photos of two of them.

Photo: Diane Winn

That night, we heard a LOT of owl
calls, as the juveniles talked to one
another as well as to their foster
parents. For several days after the
release, we saw one bird near the
flight cages. Glori took several
photos on Sept. 5, and was fairly
sure that it was the Brooksville bird
(see next slide).

Photos: Amanda Burns
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Nightly vocalizations
have continued for
some time. As of the
end of September, at
least some of the
youngsters have not
dispersed; we look
forward to the
likelihood that one or
more of them may
stay around the
neighborhood for the
winter.

The bird is
staring at a
chipmunk on
the ground!
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Case #s 641-644, 690, and 702
American Bitterns

Admitted July 8, July 13, and July 14
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Species Profile
American Bitterns are small herons typically found in swampland with
tall vegetation around its edges. With its cryptic coloration, a bittern
can be nearly invisible in high grass when motionless with its head
pointing up. Foods include fish, insects, amphibians, snakes, and mice.
Bitterns are known for their low-frequency, resonant calls, which have
earned them vernacular names such as “thunder-pumper.”
Bitterns breed throughout much of the upper half of the United
States and lower parts of Canada. Wintering areas include southern
parts of both U.S. coasts as well as Central America.
Nests may be in wetland or dry areas with
dense vegetation for concealment. There is
little evidence of pair-bonding; the female is
basically a single parent who incubates, broods
and feeds. Youngsters leave the nest on foot
at 1-2 weeks, but remain near their mom for
several more weeks, while their flight feathers
mature. These photos from our archives show
a Bittern that is just a few days old.
Photos: Bob Brooks
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Case History
On July 8, we were contacted by an Aroostook County Game
Warden regarding a clutch of four American Bitterns whose nest
was inadvertently destroyed in a field mowing. They seemed to be
in good condition, but too young to be on their own. The problem
was how to get them here.
After several ideas had been considered
and discarded, we contacted our friend
David Slagger, who had recently formed an
organization to rescue wildlife in more
northern parts of the state. David was
able to meet the warden in Houlton and
drive the birds the 160 miles or so to our
location.
We applied some in-house bands, so
that we could keep track of their
weights through at least the first few
critical days. Glori took her first
photos three days later, on July 11.
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July 11, cont’d.
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More July 11

Yes, the bird on
the left in the
photo above IS
about to poop.
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Even at this young age, they are
capable of feeding themselves. . .

. . . though face cleaning is not
yet part of their skill set.
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On July 13 and 14, two other Bitterns of similar age were
admitted – one from the Belfast area, and another from
Farmington. Like the birds in the first group, their nests had been
destroyed by mowing. All six were moved to an outside habitat on
July 17, and by the next day, they were all comfortable in their new
environment. We had removed the bands of the original four, and
could no longer distinguish them from the others. As you’ll see in
the slides that follow, they have matured significantly since the
first set of photos, taken only one week earlier.
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July 18, cont’d.

They sometimes
hide in or near
artificial foliage . . .
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. . . and sometimes are
much more active.

Water is already appealing.
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Some of their wing feathers are still
developing, but their feet are full size.
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By August 1, they’ve been moved again, this time to a habitat with
a deeper wading pool.
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August 1, cont’d.
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August 8
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August 13 was release day; Shelley and Kelani have loaded the birds,
one in each of six carriers, into a canoe. They set off across a lake
toward a bog that will offer perfect habitat.

Photos: Kelani Cundy
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As soon as they leave the carriers, most of them instinctively hide in
the tall vegetation . . .

Photos: Kelani Cundy
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. . . but two of them FLY!

Photos: Kelani Cundy
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Case #s 243, 258, 284
(plus 609, 679, 680, 730, 751, 856)

Ospreys

Hatched June 1, June 3, June 7
Plus six nestlings admitted July 6 – July 29
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Species Profile
An adult Osprey is a striking raptor with a white breast,
chocolate-brown wings and back, and piercing yellow eyes. Almost all
of the Osprey’s diet is live fish; its feet have specialized scales for
grasping prey, which they capture by plunging feet first into water.
Ospreys breed throughout much of the northern United States
and Canada, as well as in coastal areas farther south. The wintering
grounds are primarily in Central and South America.
At one time, their stick nests were made in natural sites such as
tall trees and rocky cliffs. Today, Ospreys often make nests on tall
artificial structures such as power poles and transmission towers.
Clutch size is typically 2 or 3. The female incubates more than
the male; the male provides most of the food. New hatchlings have
thick down more like fur than feathers. Males bring food to the
nest; females tear up fish and feed the youngsters small pieces.
Juveniles depart from the nest at around 50-55 days. They may
remain near their parents for a number of weeks, as they hone their
foraging skills.
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Case History

June 9

As explained in our Third Quarter 2010 slide show,
we sometimes receive Osprey eggs taken from nests
that must be dismantled, due to their disruption of
communication or electricity. This year on 5/31, three
eggs were brought to us by the U.S.D.A. Wildlife
Division from a cell tower in Skowhegan. When they
hatched on 6/1, 6/3 and 6/7, we were planning
adoptions, such as described in the 2010 3Q slide
show. In the photos to the right, Marc is feeding one
of the three hatchlings.

Photos: Amanda Burns

But about the time when the Skowhegan clutch would have been
ready for fostering, accessible active nests were not readily
available, as they have been in past years. So a decision was made
to raise the birds here. While they were growing up, we admitted
six additional youngsters, including birds that had tumbled too soon
from their nests, as well as others whose nests were interfering
with communications towers.
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Skowhegan Tower Ospreys June 16
Their
bulging
crops
are full
of food.

Even at this
young age,
their feet are
impressive!
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June 20
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June 30
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July 7-11
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July 25
Meanwhile, other juvenile ospreys had been admitted, all of them
older than the Skowhegan birds. They are more mature, and some
of them have left the artificial nest shown in the previous slide.
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August 1
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August 1 in the Pool
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Pool funded by a grant from the Maine Community Foundation

August 4 - 11
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August 25 -29
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Releases
We let these birds go on several
occasions, in several locations. The
first three were released on August
18; Wildlife Biologist Keel Kemper
lofted them up.

Photos: Terry Heitz
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Photo: Sherry Sigler

Three more, including the bird
shown here, were released one at a
time by our volunteers.

Photos: Carol Jones
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The final release was planned for mid September. Subtle
differences in eye color allowed us to identify the Skowhegan
Ospreys throughout their development; we knew they were the
remaining three. Migration would be starting soon, and we
wanted them to go to a staging area, where they could hook up
with other birds en route south. A recommendation from our
local raptor biologist, Charlie Todd, was Rachel Carson National
Wildlife Refuge (Wells, ME), but when Marc talked to the refuge
biologist, she thought a better location for the birds would be
Great Bay NWR (Newington, NH).
Marc called the GNBWR manager, Graham Taylor, to ask
permission to release birds at the refuge on Sept. 14. Graham’s
reply was “Sure – and can we possibly do it at 3:00?” That’s
when a group of Chinese conservationists touring wildlife refuges
in the Northeast were scheduled to arrive at Great Bay. Marc
planned the trip there accordingly, and the visiting dignitaries
were delighted to participate.
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The birds were lofted
up shortly after these
photos were taken.
They flew ever upward
in increasingly broad
spirals until they were
out of sight.

Photos: Peter B. Ward,
USFWS Division of
International Conservation,
Arlington, VA.
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That’s it
for this
issue!
Avian Haven is a nonprofit organization;
our operating expenses are
funded by donations.
To support this work with a tax-deductible
financial contribution,
click on the PayPal or credit card icon
on any page of our website
http://www.avianhaven.org/
or send a check to
418 N. Palermo Rd.
To see more photos by Glori Berry, visit
Freedom, ME 04941
http://www.gloriousbirds.com
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Thank you!

